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None of us would let a day go by without washing our bodies or brushing our teeth at least once.  Just curious,
when was the last time that you cleaned and groomed your energetic field?  We all change our clothing to suit 
specific activities.  Do you change your personal field like your outfits, based on what you’re doing?

Perhaps the most daunting ch a l l e n ge in teaching people about the human energy field is the almost unive r s a l
i g n orance of its existence.  It seems that no one ever bothered to mention to us, as we were growing up, that we
generate a personal energy field.  This strikes me as a significant omission!  

The other problem is that we can’t see the human energy field since it doesn’t have a physical form.  If we can’t see
it, then it doesn’t exist.  I’ve always struggled with this logic, because I’ve never seen a radio, television, or cell phone
signal either.  However, I am reasonably certain that they exist.  OK, maybe there needs to be a radio, television, or
cell phone – some physical apparatus – in order for us to be able to convert and perceive these invisible signals.

Let’s see; is there a physical apparatus that has a similar relationship with your personal energy field?  Indeed, yes.
Conveniently, you’re sitting right in the middle of it: the human body.  However, unlike your cell phone and its 
signal, the body and its field are inseparable; to divide one from the other is to destroy both.  Your body and your
field co-exist in a marvelous, intricate symbiotic dance.  They co-create and co-serve each other.

There has been a tremendous amount of study and writing about the wonders of the human body.  If you don’t
know that you’re walking around in a miracle, then do a little research and you’ll soon discover that you are.
However, the human energy field usually gets treated as a non-entity, which merits no attention, importance, or
respect.  The more that I observe and study my own field, the more I come to appreciate the vast number of things
it does to serve, support, and protect me.  For the purposes of this article, let’s pick two relatively simple benefits:

My field keeps things out (i.e. a barrier)
My field keeps things in (i.e. a container)

M Y  F I E L D  K E E P S  T H I N G S  O U T :  

L e t ’s compare the human energy field to the eart h ’s atmosphere.  A large number of ve ry nasty things, from 
a s t e roids to radioactive sun part i cles are re flected, deflected, slowed down, and/or bu rned up by the eart h ’s
a t m o s p h e re.  This is a great thing if you live on this planet; without it, we ’d all be ve ry dead.  Sometimes, our
e n e rgy field acts as a barrier or buf fer zone that protects our bodies and our delicate core energies.  

Many people argue that there is no proof that we actually have an energetic field, yet all of us have a clear sense of
our own “personal space.” O n ly certain people in specific situations are allowed to enter our “ s p a c e ,” and then
o n ly with our permission.  If someone gets too close without our consent, a number of things happen.  In a
h e a l t hy system, the energetic field may recoil from the crowding or invasion of our personal space.  Eve ryone has
felt that clear impulse to step back or get away.  Your personal field can bu ffer and protect by moving you away
f rom a potential dange r.
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Research shows that even the simplest organism has an intelligent field.  In her book, The Rainbow and the Worm, a
British researcher named Mae Wan Ho used a quantum microscope to study the light emissions from single-celled
creatures and small invertebrates.  When she introduced a toxic substance into a Petri dish with an amoeba, the
quantum light field recoiled from toxin first and then the single cell followed and re-centered itself within its light
field.  That’s one cell; how many cells do you have?  Ten thousand trillion (Margulis and Sagan, 1986).  If an
amoeba can do that, what can you do with your field?  

If retreat is not possible, our field may keep nasty things out by getting denser or thicker and then expanding 
ou t wa rd.  It pushes against the other person’s field in order to prevent their field and body from getting dange ro u s ly
close.  When we experience this on the receiving end, we get a message that we’re too close.  For me it often feels
like I’m being rocked back on my heels and need to step back to recover my balance.  The message conveyed by the
field is clear, “Back back, back!” Under normal circumstances, your field communicates this to others and creates
enough space to protect you.  

Another excellent example is the field shift that happens in a large group.  In a crowded or noisy environment, our
energy fields automatically shift.   My sense of this is that it tightens up closer to my body and that the remaining
field is much thicker.  I feel like I’m wearing a sort of soft armor that deflects and/or slows down the noise and
the contact from others.  Most of us are completely unaware of this process, until it stops working. Then the
noise and volume penetrate our personal field and are perceived as overwhelming or even overtly violent.  

There is a g reat scene in the movie Finding Forrester where the character played by Sean Connery goes to a baseball
game after being isolated in his home for years.  The character gets separated from his friend and ends up completely
disoriented and distressed.  This aspect of the human energy field, like a physical muscle, needs regular exe rcise to stay
in shape and function well.  Because Mr. For rester hadn’t been out of his apartment for years, this protective aspect
of his energetic field wasn’t in good shape and couldn’t manage all of the noise and contact.  

M Y  F I E L D  K E E P S  T H I N G S  I N :

Back to the Earth’s atmosphere.  Another essential function of the atmosphere is to keep in useful things such as
b re a t h a ble air and heat.  Again this is a pretty nifty fe a t u re if yo u ’re living on the planet.  From an energetic 
p e r s p e c t ive, our personal field helps to contain a lot of complex and sophisticated energy.  For now, let’s keep it
simple and call this the “life force.” [The human life force is a marvelously rich and complex subject.  I’m going 
to exert some self-discipline here and not write about it.  For the purpose of this article, I ask you to accept that
there is some sort of an energetic life force that supports, sustains, and enlivens us.]  

The atmosphere keeps the oxygen, moisture, heat, etc. from dissipating out into space.  It keeps them close to the
Earth wh e re they can be useful to living things, like us.  Our life energies need a similar kind of containment.  
If our life energies are allowed to disperse outwards, then they no longer can help us.  Our personal fields hold in
the energy that is essential to us.   
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